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Step 5: Section 4Step 5: Section 4Step 5: Section 4Step 5: Section 4    

    

Some of these blocks have been made before….Some of these blocks have been made before….Some of these blocks have been made before….Some of these blocks have been made before….    

¼””””    seam allowanceseam allowanceseam allowanceseam allowance    

Arrows designate the recommended pressing direction for seamsArrows designate the recommended pressing direction for seamsArrows designate the recommended pressing direction for seamsArrows designate the recommended pressing direction for seams....    

Blocks and fabric cuts needed:Blocks and fabric cuts needed:Blocks and fabric cuts needed:Blocks and fabric cuts needed:    

x3 7x3 7x3 7x3 7.5” ( with seam allowance)  F.5” ( with seam allowance)  F.5” ( with seam allowance)  F.5” ( with seam allowance)  Feature blockseature blockseature blockseature blocks    

Red#2Red#2Red#2Red#2                WhiteWhiteWhiteWhite                BlackBlackBlackBlack    

xxxx    6666    1111” x 7.5” strip” x 7.5” strip” x 7.5” strip” x 7.5” stripssss        x6x6x6x6    6.5” squares6.5” squares6.5” squares6.5” squares        x6 6.5” squaresx6 6.5” squaresx6 6.5” squaresx6 6.5” squares    

x x x x 6666    1” x 8.5” strips1” x 8.5” strips1” x 8.5” strips1” x 8.5” strips        x6x6x6x6    2.5” x 6.5” rectangles2.5” x 6.5” rectangles2.5” x 6.5” rectangles2.5” x 6.5” rectangles    x6x6x6x6    2.5” x 6.5” rectangles2.5” x 6.5” rectangles2.5” x 6.5” rectangles2.5” x 6.5” rectangles    

                x6x6x6x6    2.5” x 4.5” rectangles2.5” x 4.5” rectangles2.5” x 4.5” rectangles2.5” x 4.5” rectangles    xxxx6666    2.5” x 4.5” rectangles2.5” x 4.5” rectangles2.5” x 4.5” rectangles2.5” x 4.5” rectangles    

    

    

    

    

    

    

Using x3 feature blocks and Red#2 strips, assemble these units and set aside:Using x3 feature blocks and Red#2 strips, assemble these units and set aside:Using x3 feature blocks and Red#2 strips, assemble these units and set aside:Using x3 feature blocks and Red#2 strips, assemble these units and set aside:    

a)a)a)a) attach attach attach attach 1” x” x” x” x    7.5” strips to left and right sides of all Feature blocks7.5” strips to left and right sides of all Feature blocks7.5” strips to left and right sides of all Feature blocks7.5” strips to left and right sides of all Feature blocks    

        
    

b)b)b)b) attach attach attach attach 1””””    x 8.5” stx 8.5” stx 8.5” stx 8.5” strrrrips to top  bottom of all Feature blocksips to top  bottom of all Feature blocksips to top  bottom of all Feature blocksips to top  bottom of all Feature blocks    

    

*block should measure 8.5” x 8.5”*block should measure 8.5” x 8.5”*block should measure 8.5” x 8.5”*block should measure 8.5” x 8.5”    

Using 6.5” white and black squares, make these blocks:Using 6.5” white and black squares, make these blocks:Using 6.5” white and black squares, make these blocks:Using 6.5” white and black squares, make these blocks:    

    make xmake xmake xmake x1   1   1   1                       make x2make x2make x2make x2        ((((blockblockblockblockssss    should measure 12.5” x 12.5”should measure 12.5” x 12.5”should measure 12.5” x 12.5”should measure 12.5” x 12.5”))))    

Make these block units:Make these block units:Make these block units:Make these block units:    

Using x6Using x6Using x6Using x6    each 2.5” x 4.5” white and black rectangles, assemble these block parts and set aside:each 2.5” x 4.5” white and black rectangles, assemble these block parts and set aside:each 2.5” x 4.5” white and black rectangles, assemble these block parts and set aside:each 2.5” x 4.5” white and black rectangles, assemble these block parts and set aside:    

    *unit *unit *unit *unit should measure 2.5” x 8.5”should measure 2.5” x 8.5”should measure 2.5” x 8.5”should measure 2.5” x 8.5”, make x6, make x6, make x6, make x6        

Using xUsing xUsing xUsing x6666    each 2.5” x 6.5” white and black rectangles, assemble these block parts and set aside:each 2.5” x 6.5” white and black rectangles, assemble these block parts and set aside:each 2.5” x 6.5” white and black rectangles, assemble these block parts and set aside:each 2.5” x 6.5” white and black rectangles, assemble these block parts and set aside:    

    *unit should measure 2.5” x 12.5”, make x*unit should measure 2.5” x 12.5”, make x*unit should measure 2.5” x 12.5”, make x*unit should measure 2.5” x 12.5”, make x6666    

    



Make x3 blocks:Make x3 blocks:Make x3 blocks:Make x3 blocks:    

    *block*block*block*blockssss    should measure 12.5” x 12.5”should measure 12.5” x 12.5”should measure 12.5” x 12.5”should measure 12.5” x 12.5”    

    

*sew 2.5” x 8.5”*sew 2.5” x 8.5”*sew 2.5” x 8.5”*sew 2.5” x 8.5”    black and white units to the left and right of each Feature blockblack and white units to the left and right of each Feature blockblack and white units to the left and right of each Feature blockblack and white units to the left and right of each Feature block    

*sew 2.5” x 12.5” black and white units to the top and bottom of each Feature block*sew 2.5” x 12.5” black and white units to the top and bottom of each Feature block*sew 2.5” x 12.5” black and white units to the top and bottom of each Feature block*sew 2.5” x 12.5” black and white units to the top and bottom of each Feature block    

    

Sew the blocks into Section Sew the blocks into Section Sew the blocks into Section Sew the blocks into Section 4444::::    

    + + + +                 

    

    

    + + + +     

    

    

    + + + +     


